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Abstract—Morphologic analysis of the fragments (500 × 500 pixels) of images of comet 67P/Churyu-
mov−Gerasimenko obtained with the OSIRIS camera for 18 regions, where the consolidated material is
exposed on the surface, has been carried out. In terms of resolution, the images form a series from 0.04 to
1.29 m/pixel; consequently, the areas covered by these fragments vary from 400 to ~400000 m2. In all of the
regions, lineaments resembling tension fractures—several dozens of structures per region—are seen; and their
number scarcely changes when passing from high-resolution images to lower-resolution ones. It is clear that
relatively small lineaments cease to be reliably distinguished when the image resolution worsens, but the larg-
est and well-defined ones remain observable, while the number of larger lineaments grows proportionally to
the survey area increasing. Undoubtedly, this is an observational effect, which was demonstrated by examples
with an artificially worsened resolution. However, on the other hand, this means that the tension fractures of
the consolidated nucleus material represent a hierarchic population of smaller (meters long) to larger (deca-
meters and longer) features. The lineaments seen in the analyzed fragments of images were counted, their
lengths were measured, and the spacings (the mean distances between lineaments) and, from them, the
depths of penetration of fractures into the nucleus material were estimated. It has been shown that the mean
length of lineaments within each studied region depends on its area (which here correlates with the image res-
olution) and the depths of fracture penetration into the nucleus body depends on the mean length of linea-
ments. Both dependences are close to a power law. In the images of four regions covering the areas from
100000 to 400000 m2 with a resolution of 0.66−1.29 m/pixel, the structures that look like layering or sheet
jointing are seen in addition to fracture lineaments. The tension fractures are apparently formed due to sea-
sonal and diurnal variations of the temperature, while the nature of the formation of the layer-like structures
is not yet fully understood.
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INTRODUCTION
Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter,

67P), which was an object of the Rosetta mission
investigations in 2014−2016 (Taylor et al., 2017; see
also http://sci.esa.int/rosetta/2279-summary), is now
the best studied representative of this class of celestial
bodies. It belongs to the Jupiter family, which is a
group of short-period comets, whose orbit aphelia are
near the orbit of this planet. The orbital period of
comet 67P is 6.55 yr. The aphelion and perihelion of
its orbit are 5.68 and 1.24 AU, respectively, and the
period of rotation is 12.40 h (Taylor et al., 2017). The
rotation axis of comet 67P is tilted 52° with respect to
the perpendicular to its orbital plane (which is close to
the ecliptic) in such a way that, for a larger part of its

journey around the Sun, the northern part of the com-
etary nucleus faces the Sun, while the southern part
sees the Sun only during the perihelion passage of the
comet. Consequently, in the northern part of the
nucleus, the summer is long but cold, while it is short
and hot in the southern part. As was shown by Keller
et al. (2017), this leads to the south-to-north seasonal
transfer of the material mobilized in sublimation.

The nucleus of 67P is comprised of two lobes,
which are informally called the Head and Body; and a
relatively narrow part between them is called the Neck
(Fig. 1). The sizes of the Head and Body lobes are
4.1 × 3.3 × 1.8 and 2.6 × 2.3 × 1.8 km3, respectively
(Sierks et al., 2015).
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Fig. 1. The nucleus of comet 67P. Image ROS_CAM1_20140822T040718 taken by the Rosetta NavCam camera.
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Fig. 2. The consolidated material of the 67P nucleus with fracture-like lineaments (top right) and the loose particulate material
partly overlapping it (bottom left). A fragment of the OSIRIS image WAC_2016-09-30T10.28.37.743Z_IS20_1397549000_F12.
The image resolution is 0.04 m.

5 m
The surface of the 67P nucleus is partly covered with
the loose particulate material, from under which, here
and there, the consolidated material is exposed (Fig. 2).

The loose material, the cometary regolith of a kind,
is often called “airfall deposits” (e.g., Thomas et al.,
2015), because this material, particle by particle, was
dragged and elevated above the surface by the gas
formed in sublimation of the near-surface ice. A part
of this material, which was dragged by a gas f low,
escaped to open space; and the other was deposited on
the cometary surface as if from “air”. In addition, a
part of the loose surface material is formed in sublima-
tional weathering of the consolidated nucleus material
exposed on the slopes, falls down, and accumulates at
the base of slopes as, for example, at the Hathor cliff
base (Basilevsky et al., 2017).
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
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Table 1. The images analyzed in the paper

No Region Image number
Resolution, 

m/pixel
Location

1 1 NAC_2016-09-02T19.57.44.449Z_ID20_1397549001_F22 0.05 Head

2 2 WAC_2016-09-30T10.28.37.743Z_IS20_1397549000_F12 0.05 Head

3 3 NAC_2016-05-19T11.08.37.677Z_IS20_1397549000_F22 0.11 Head

4 4 NAC_2016-09-08T23.28.34.739Z_IS20_1397549100_F22 0.04 Body

5 5 NAC_2016-09-08T23.18.33.747Z_IS20_1397549600_F22 0.04 Body

6 6 NAC_2016-09-05T21.38.03.522Z_ID10_1397549001_F41 0.05 Body

7 7 NAC_2016-08-06T02.23.34.841Z_IS20_1397549900_F22 0.14 Head

8 8 NAC_2016-07-30T12.58.59.641Z_IS20_1397549002_F41 0.15 Head

9 9 NAC_2016-08-06T01.35.34.784Z_IS20_1397549100_F22 0.16 Head

10 10 NAC_2016-08-03T07.48.34.765Z_ID20_1397549400_F22 0.15 Body

11 11 NAC_2016-08-06T01.58.34.764Z_IS20_1397549500_F22 0.15 Body

12 12 NAC_2016-05-11T09.36.28.969Z_ID20_1397549000_F22 0.16 Body

13 13 NAC_2014-09-30T08.54.41.560Z_IS20_1397549700_F22 0.33 Body

14 14 NAC_2014-09-29T17.29.17.542Z_IS20_1397549100_F22 0.34 Head

15 15 NAC_2016-03-23T06.59.39.509Z_IS20_1397549200_F22 0.66 Body

16 16 NAC_2016-02-07T08.25.51.483Z_IS20_1397549002_F22 0.86 Body

17 17 NAC_2016-01-30T13.11.49.715Z_IS20_1397549500_F22 1.11 Body

18 18 NAC_2016-01-27T16.20.08.963Z_IS20_1397549000_F22 1.29 Head
The consolidated material observed on the surface

is apparently almost the same as that underneath

(except the sublimational loss of volatiles, which is

typical of the surface). According to Patzold et al.

(2016), its density is 533 ± 6 kg/m3, the porosity is

72−74%, and the dust-to-ice ratios by mass and vol-

ume are close to 4 and 2, respectively. The consoli-

dated material is able to keep steep, vertical, and even

negative slopes (see, e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2016;

Groussin et al., 2015); and its surface often exhibits

lineaments (Fig. 2; see also Thomas et al., 2015;

El-Maarry et al., 2015; Auger et al., 2018).

In this paper, we study lineaments on the surface of

the consolidated material of the 67P nucleus by

attempting to estimate the depth of their penetration

into the cometary nucleus on the basis of their typical

length and spacing. For this, we analyze a sample of 18

images taken with the OSIRIS camera (Keller et al.,

2007) for the surface regions of the cometary nucleus,

within which the consolidated material is exposed.

The image fragments of 500 × 500 pixels in size are

examined. The resolution of these images ranges from

0.04 to 1.29 m/pixel (in the mentioned papers, the

images with a resolution no better than 0.3 m were

analyzed), which makes it possible to trace the

changes observed or not observed with changing the
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
resolution and, consequently, the sizes of the consid-

ered region. Moreover, within the bounds of possibil-

ity, we tried to compare the images of the regions on

the Body to those for the Head. In the paper by Mas-

sironi et al. (2015) dealing with the orientation of the

layer-like surface elements, it is concluded that earlier

the lobes of comet 67P—the Body and the Head—

were two independent bodies, which were joined

together in a low-velocity collision. Comparison of

structural peculiarities of the consolidated material of

the Body and the Head of the nucleus, if it reveals

essential differences between them, could serve as an

additional argument for this hypothesis. 

THE SURFACE MORPHOLOGY
OF ANALYZED SITES

Table 1 lists the images analyzed in this paper, their

resolution, and the location of the observed regions in

Body−Head terms; their concrete location on the

cometary nucleus is shown in Fig. 3. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the fragments of the images

with a resolution of 0.04−0.34 and 0.66−1.29 m/pixel,

respectively; and the same fragments with indicated

lineaments are in Figs. 6−8.
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Fig. 3. Location of the analyzed regions on the map of the surface of the 67P nucleus. White stars, black stars, and black circles
show the regions presented in the images with a resolution of 0.04−0.11, 0.14−0.16, and 0.33−1.29 m/pixel, respectively. The
rounded feature of 30° × 30° in size seen in the center of the map is the Head of the nucleus.
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It is seen in Figs. 4−8 that several tens of linea-

ments (from 23 to 97) are distinguishable in each of the

fragments. Most lineaments are narrow (generally, less

than 1 m in width) and rectilinear, and some of them

are arched and resemble ruptures. In most cases, no

prevailing directions of their orientation are observed;

at the same time, in some regions, the predominance

of two directions, or even one, is seen. However, it

should be considered that the viewing directions were

only rarely close to the local vertical; this circumstance

should influence the observed orientation of linea-

ments and even the conditions for their visibility. We

noticed no systematic differences between the regions

on the Head and the Body of the nucleus in terms of

the number or character of lineaments. We also found

no systematic differences in the general character of

lineaments with changing the image resolution from

0.04 to 0.34 m/pixel, when the covered areas increased

from 400 to ~30000 m2, respectively. However, in the

images with a resolution of 0.66−1.29 m/pixel, which

cover the areas from ~100000 to ~400000 m2, the observed

surface morphology changes: in addition to lineaments of

the same type as those on higher-resolution images,

the forms resembling layers or sheet jointing become

to be seen. In Fig. 9, the images of probable terrestrial

analogs of the discussed cometary lineaments are pre-

sented. Though the conditions on the cometary

nucleus drastically differ from those on the Earth,

probable analogies are widely considered in planetol-
ogy (see, e.g., Auger et al. (2018) and Giacomini et al.

(2016) for fractures and dunes, respectively).

When comparing the cometary lineaments

(Figs. 4−8) to the terrestrial forms shown in Fig. 9, it

is seen that the cometary lineaments observed in the

images with a resolution of 0.04−0.34 m/pixel look like

the terrestrial tension fractures, which was earlier men-

tioned by El-Maary et al. (2015). At the same time, in the

images with a resolution of 0.66−1.29 m/pixel, in addi-

tion to the fracture-like lineaments, the forms resem-

bling the terrestrial textures of sheeting, layering, and

sheet jointing are seen. The presence of such struc-

tures on the 67P nucleus was earlier mentioned, for

example, by Thomas et al. (2015) and Massironi et al.

(2015).

In the course of the analysis, the numbers and the

lengths of lineaments in 18 regions were measured;

and the spacings and, consequently, the depths of pen-

etration of fractures into the nucleus were estimated

(Table 2). Since the lineaments intersect under differ-

ent angles and the distances between them are not the

same, the mean distance between them (the spacing)

cannot be measured in a simple way. Consequently,

some analog of the spacing was estimated. For this, the

area of a considered region was divided by the number

of lineaments in it; and the square root of the area per

lineament was taken. In some degree, the obtained

quantity is the estimate of the mean distance between

lineaments, i.e., the spacing analog for the considered

region. In its turn, assuming the lineaments to be ten-
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
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Fig. 4. Fragments (500 × 500 pixels) of the considered images with a resolution of 0.04−0.16 m/pixel. Regions 1−3 and 7−9 are on the
Head of the nucleus, while regions 4−6 and 10−12 are on the Body. Such an arrangement of the fragments makes it easier to compare
the surface morphology of the regions on the Head and the Body presented by the images of roughly the same resolution.
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Fig. 5. Fragments (500 × 500 pixels) of the considered images with a resolution of 0.33−1.29 m/pixel. Regions 14 and 18 are on
the Head of the nucleus, while regions 13, 15, 16, and 17 are on the Body.
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Fig. 6. Fragments of the images with a resolution of 0.05−0.16 m/pixel for the regions on the Head of the nucleus and the results
of mapping the lineaments (while lines) in these regions.
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Fig. 7. Fragments of the images with a resolution of 0.05−0.16 m/pixel for the regions on the Body of the nucleus and the results
of mapping the lineaments (white lines) in these regions.
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Fig. 8. Fragments of the images with a resolution of 0.33−1.29 m/pixel for the regions on the Head and the Body of the cometary
nucleus and the results of mapping the lineaments in these regions. The fracture-like lineaments are shown with thin white lines.
The structures resembling layers or sheet jointing are indicated by wider gray curves lightly edged black. Their lengths were not
measured, and the spacings (see text) were not estimated.
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sion fractures, we used these spacing values to estimate

the depth of penetration of these fractures into the

material of the nucleus. As follows from the results of

Lachenbruch (1962), Corte and Higashi (1964), Neal

et al. (1968), Parker (1999), Gudmundsson (1987),

and El-Maarry et al. (2014), the penetration depth of

fractures ranges from 1/10 to 1 of the spacing value;

and the most probable value is usually accepted to be

between 1/3 and 1/4. We use here a value of 1/3 (see

Table 2). On the basis of the papers by Lachenbruch

(1961) and Nur (1982), Gudmundsson (1987) points

out that the penetration depth of fractures is approxi-

mately equal to or smaller than the fracture length.

The data presented in Table 2 allow the results of our

measurements and estimates to be compared.

From Figs. 4−8 and the results of measurements

presented in Table 2, it is seen that, when the pixel size

increases and, consequently, the area covered by a

pixel increases, the number of observed lineaments

remains almost the same, but their length systemati-

cally increases. It is evident that relatively small linea-

ments cannot be reliably distinguished when the image
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
resolution worsens, but the largest and best-defined

ones remain to be seen; at the same time, their number

grows with increasing the observed area, and this

number approximately corresponds to the number of

smaller lineaments distinguishable in the higher-reso-

lution images. On the one hand, this is an observa-

tional effect, which is demonstrated in Figs. 10 and 11.

On the other hand, this means that the lineaments of

the consolidated nucleus material, apparently corre-

sponding to fractures, represent a hierarchically orga-

nized population of small (meters) to larger (tens of

meters and more) forms.

The dependence of the mean length of deciphered

lineaments on the area of the considered regions,

which correlates with the image resolution in this case,

is shown in panel 1 of Fig. 12, while the estimate of the

depth of penetration of fractures into the nucleus

material versus the mean length of the deciphered lin-

eaments is shown in panel 2 of Fig. 12.

It is seen from Fig. 12 (panel 1) that the mean

length of lineaments in the regions regularly grows

when then the area of the studied regions increases,
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Fig. 9. Terrestrial forms resembling the discussed lineaments on the 67P nucleus surface: (1) tension fractures in basalts of the Isle
of Skye, Scotland (https://tangledfrog.deviantart.com/art/Cracked-Rocks-179913174, UK); (2) tension fractures in greywackes
of Virginia (https://whatterockstellus.blogspot.ru/2012/03/dominoes-anyone.html); (3) shear fractures in basalts of the Glen-
garry Basin, Australia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shear_(geology)#media/File:Asymmetric_shear.jpg); (4) the layering in
pyroclastic deposits, Eifel, Germany (https://www.alexstrekeisen.it/wulc/piroclastica.php); (5) the layering in the Toadstool
sandstones, Nebraska, United States (https://academic.emporia.edu/aberjame/student/abel1/ground7.jpg; (6) the sheet joint-
ing in granites, the Urals, Russia (https://naurale.com/items/1294).
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which is accompanied by the resolution worsening in

the considered cases; and this regularity well describes

the data for the artificial worsening of the resolution

(Figs. 10 and 11). From the results shown in Fig. 12

(panel 2), it is seen that, when the mean length of the

lineaments, which are apparently fractures, increases,

the depth of penetration of these fractures into the

body of the nucleus naturally increases. It is important

to note that the data shown in the plots of Fig. 12 (pan-

els 1 and 2) for lineaments on the Head and the Body

of the nucleus form a single sequence. In regions

15−18 shown in Figs. 5 and 8, the layer-type structures

are seen. They are larger than fracture-like linea-

ments, and their nature may be different. Their depths

of penetration into the nucleus have not been esti-

mated. Probably, they are larger than those for frac-

tures.

DISCUSSION

In the previous section, the results of the morpho-

logic analysis of the fragments (500 × 500 pixels) of the

images of comet 67P/Churyumov−Gerasimenko
obtained with the OSIRIS camera for 18 regions of the

surface have been presented (Table 1 and Fig. 3). In

these regions, the consolidated material of the nucleus

is exposed on the surface. The resolution of the images

is within the range from 0.04 to 1.29 m/pixel; conse-

quently, the areas covered by these fragments vary

from 400 to ~400000 m2. In the studied regions, the

lineaments resembling tension fractures are seen

(Figs. 4−8). In each of the regions, there are several

dozen lineaments; and their number scarcely changes

when passing from high-resolution images to those of

lower resolution. As noted above, the fact is that the

relatively small lineaments cease to be reliably distin-

guishable when the image resolution worsens, but the

largest and well-defined ones remain observable,

while their number grows with the simultaneously

increasing area observed. Undoubtedly, this is an

observational effect, which was shown by examples in

Figs. 10 and 11. However, on the other hand, this

means that the lineaments of the consolidated nucleus

material, which are apparently tension fractures, rep-

resent a hierarchically organized population of small

(meters) to larger (decameters and longer) forms.
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
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Table 2. The results of measurements of the number and the length of lineaments and the estimates of the spacing
and the penetration depth of fractures (the columns are the line number (1), the region number (2), the image resolution
(expressed in meters per pixel) (3), the region area (square meters) (4), the number of lineaments in the region (5), the scat-
tering in the lineament length values in the region (meters) (6), the mean value of the lineament length (meters) (7),
the standard deviation (8), the area per one lineament (squared meters) (9), the spacing (meters) (10), and the penetration
depth of fractures (meters) (11)

1 The images with artificially worsened resolution were used for regions 5* and 11* (see text and Figs. 10 and 11).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1 0.05 625 32 2.35–17.7 5.53 3.31 19.5 4.4 1.5

2 2 0.05 625 40 2.4–19.45 4.35 2.95 15.6 3.9 1.3

3 3 0.11 3025 23 6.93–22.7 11.6 4.7 131 11 3.8

4 4 0.04 400 89 1.04–15.5 2.42 1.65 4.5 2.1 0.7

5 5 0.04 400 44 1.28–12.8 3.23 2.22 9.1 3.0 1.0

61 5* 0.16 6400 79 2.88–34.7 9.2 5.5 81 9.0 3.0

7 6 0.05 625 57 1.15–15.6 2.8 1.96 10.9 3.3 1.1

8 7 0.14 4900 39 4.76–32.5 12.2 6.13 125 11 3.7

9 8 0.15 5625 47 5.25–61.6 12.6 8.64 120 10.9 3.6

10 9 0.16 6400 55 5.28–28.8 12.2 5.1 116 10.8 3.6

11 10 0.15 5625 66 3.75–53.3 10.9 8.02 85 9.2 3.0

12 11 0.15 5625 77 4.05–33.0 10.7 5.9 73 8.5 2.8

131 11* 0.60 90000 89 12.0–78.0 30.8 13.6 1011 31.8 10.6

14 12 0.16 6400 73 3.36–43.8 11.8 8.0 88 9.4 3.1

15 13 0.33 27225 97 4.95–75.9 20.3 12.8 281 16.8 5.6

16 14 0.34 28900 59 7.14–67.3 20.9 10.6 490 22.1 7.4

17 15 0.66 108900 35 26.4–148 61.4 31.3 3111 55.8 18.6

18 16 0.86 184900 62 21.5–117 44.2 19.7 2982 54.6 18.2

19 17 1.11 308025 43 21.1–324 72.8 51.1 7163 84.6 28.2

20 18 1.29 416025 49 24.5–233 89.8 45.8 8490 92.1 30.7
In the studied fragments, the lineaments were

counted (their numbers range from 23 to 97), their

lengths were measured (from 2.4 to 90 m), and their

spacings (the mean distances between lineaments)

were estimated (from 2 to 90 m); from the latter quan-

tity, the depths of penetration of lineaments into the

nucleus material were found (from 0.7 to 30 m). The

mean length of lineaments in a region versus the

region area, which in turn depends on the image reso-

lution, and the depth of penetration of fractures into

the nucleus material versus the mean length of linea-

ments are shown in panels 1 and 2 of Fig. 12, respec-

tively. Both dependences are clearly expressed and

close to a power law. They agree well with the depen-

dences for the fractures on the Earth and Mars

(Lachenbruch, 1961; 1962; Corte and Higashi, 1964;

Neal et al., 1968; Nur, 1982; Parker, 1999; Gud-

mundsson, 1987; El-Maarry et al., 2014). The data for

lineaments on the Head and the Body shown in the

plots of Fig. 12 (panels 1 and 2) form a single

sequence. Together with the above-noted external

similarity of the lineaments, this fact suggests that they
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
do not differ much. Our data do not support the

hypothesis proposed by Massironi et al. (2015) that the

Head and the Body were formed independently and

were assembled into a single nucleus later; however,

our data do not contradict it either.

As the comparison to the images of the terrestrial

fractures (Fig. 9) shows, the discussed lineaments of

the cometary nucleus are likely to be tension fractures,

which is also consistent with the results by El-Maarry

et al. (2015). Most probably, these fractures were

formed due to diurnal and seasonal variations in the

surface temperature of the nucleus. From the Rosetta
data about the effective density of the surface material

on the 67P nucleus (470 kg/m3) and the thermal iner-

tia (10−30 J/m2 K s1/2), Skorov et al. (2016) showed

that the penetration depth of the seasonal thermal

wave into the nucleus body is several meters. The diur-

nal wave penetrates into the depth that is 1.5−2 orders

of magnitude smaller. From these estimates and taking

into account the data on the penetration depth of frac-

tures (Table 2), it follows that the lineaments of the
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Fig. 10. The influence of the image resolution on identification of lineaments shown by an example of region 5: the fragment
(500 × 500 pixels) of the NAC_2016-09-08T23.18.33.747Z_IS20_1397549600_F22 image with a resolution of 0.04 m/pixel (1);
the same fragment with deciphered lineaments (2); the whole NAC_2016-09-08T23.18.33.747Z_IS20_1397549600_F22 image,
the resolution of which was worsened to 0.16 m/pixel (3); the same image with deciphered lineaments (4).
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type described are apparently actual tension fractures.

In the images characterizing regions 1−14, the

observed lineaments, which penetrate to depths of less

than 10 m (according to our estimates), appear to be

actually formed due to the temperature changes of the

nucleus surface. However, the lineaments (fractures),

which are observed in the images for regions 15−18

and penetrate to a depth of 20−30 m, are probably dif-

ferent in nature; they may be also of thermal origin but

formed under different conditions of heating and

cooling.

In the images of regions 15−18, covering the areas

from 100000 to 400000 m2 with a resolution of

0.66−1.29 m/pixel, the structures that look like the

layering or sheet jointing are seen in addition to the

fracture-type lineaments. As has been mentioned

above, such features on the nucleus of comet 67P were

described in several papers (e.g., Thomas et al., 2015;

Massironi et al., 2015). Similar features were observed
on the nuclei of comets 9P/Tempel 1 (A’Hearn et al.,

2005; Thomas et al., 2007, 2013), 81P/Wild 2 (Brown-

lee et al., 2004), and 19P/Borrelly (Britt et al., 2004).

Their origin is thought to be connected with the

upflow of f luidized material (Belton and Melosh,

2009) or the primary accretion of cometary material

(Belton et al. 2007; Lasue et al., 2009) during the so-

called plantation of cometesimals that collided with

the growing nucleus (see Basilevsky and Keller, 2007,

Fig. 8). On the 67P nucleus, the length of such struc-

tures is larger than a few hundred meters; and it is not

clear whether their length and the depth of penetration

into the nucleus material are connected.

CONCLUSIONS

It follows from the above that lineaments of at least

two types are observed on the surface of outcrops of

the consolidated nucleus material of comet 67P:

(1) the structures that are probably tension fractures
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH  Vol. 52  No. 6  2018
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Fig. 11. The influence of the image resolution on identification of lineaments shown by an example of region 11: the fragment
(500 × 500 pixels) of the NAC_2016-08-06T01.58.34.764Z_IS20_1397549500_F22 image with a resolution of 0.15 m/pixel (1);
the same fragment with deciphered lineaments (2); the whole NAC_2016-08-06T01.58.34.764Z_IS20_1397549500_F22 image,
the resolution of which was worsened to 0.60 m/pixel (3); the same image with deciphered lineaments (4).
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Fig. 12. The mean length of deciphered lineaments in dependence on the area of considered regions (which correlates with the image
resolution) (panel 1) and the depth of penetration of fractures into the nucleus material in dependence on the mean length of deciphered
lineaments (panel 2). The data for lineaments on the Head and the Body are shown by black circles and stars, respectively.
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and (2) the layer-type structures. It is likely that most

lineaments of the first type, whose depth of penetra-

tion into the nucleus material is less than 10 m,

resulted from seasonal (and diurnal) temperature

changes in the surface temperature; and they form a

hierarchically organized population. The layer-type

structures probably appeared very early, and the

details of their origin are under discussion.
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